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Achievement exemplar for 90939 2014 Total score 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A3 

(a) Achievement. A pertinent method of heat transfer prevention (insulation) 
is described but not explained. 

(b) Achievement. Reflection is correctly described but not why silver is used 
as the mirror. 

(c) Achievement. There is a partially correct calculation here. For Merit, there 
has to be a full calculation for the rate of heat energy gain. 

(d) Not Achieved. For Achievement, there has to be some Physics ideas used 
to explain heat loss. 

2 A3 

(a) Achievement. Correct diagrams for steam particles and metal particles in 
solid form. 

(b) Achievement. There is implied vibration when collisions between particles 
are discussed. For Merit, there needs to be an explanation of the metal 
particles vibrating more or an explanation about latent heat. 

(c) Not Achieved. For Achievement, there needs to be one valid similarity 
between the particles in liquid and gaseous state or one valid difference. 

(d) Achievement. There is a correct method for one part of the calculation. 
For Merit, there has to be at least two parts of the full calculation required to 
calculate the latent heat of vaporisation using the information given. 

3 M5 

(a) Achievement. Has correctly identified radiation as the method of heat 
transfer from the Sun. For Merit, there should be a coherent description of 
radiation. 

(b) Achievement. There is a least one valid reason for loss of energy stated; 
but for Merit, there should be at least one explained. 

(c) Merit. There has been a valid method used to calculate the time taken with 
one error/omission (630 J used when it should have been 945 J). For 
Excellence, this should have been correct. 

(d) Merit. One valid modification has been stated, with a valid explanation.  
For Excellence, two valid modifications should be stated, both with valid 
explanations. 

 


